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On 26 July the IEU began the final stage of a major
case we commenced five years ago. In 2013 the Union
made an application to the Fair Work Commission
(FWC) for an Equal Opportunity Order in respect of our
early childhood teachers.
Stripped of legalese and jargon we set out to prove that
the work our members did with preschool children was of
(at least) comparable value to other similar professionals,
but that one group, being mainly female, was under
rewarded in their rates of pay. If we were successful in
convincing the FWC, it could decide whether or not to
increase rates of pay to those of the comparator group.
Between 2013 and 2017, significant research, investigation
and study was undertaken, with the Union lodging its
evidence and witness statements in December 2017. The
case commenced before the full bench of the FWC in July
and was listed to run for several weeks.

We made our opening submissions and the FWC heard
from our initial witnesses during the first two days. Almost
immediately the FWC issued a statement indicating that
based on that evidence and their “preliminary perusal” of
the material we had lodged, it might be that the modern
award minimum rates of pay had not been properly set.

“We set out to prove that the work our
members did with preschool children
was of (at least) comparable value to
other similar professionals, but that one
group, being mainly female, was under
rewarded in their rates of pay.”
The FWC indicated that it had the power to vary those
rates for ‘work value’ reasons and invited the Union to
consider a new additional application.

There is no ‘test case’ for us to follow and no real
precedent to guide the FWC in regard to Equal Opportunity
Orders, however an important part of our case is
demonstrating the value of the work of early childhood
teachers.
We have decided to follow the suggestion of the Bench
and have widened our submission to demonstrate that the
existing modern award minimum rates of pay for teachers
were not properly determined, bear no relationship to the
value of the work performed by teachers in all setting and
should be varied.
The Union will now take the unique step of running two
cases simultaneously. For more coverage see pages 3, 10
and 11.
John Quessy Secretary
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The Union is in our 12th year of
providing support for teachers
undergoing the ‘Experienced
Teacher’ accreditation process with
the Independent Schools Teacher
Accreditation Authority (ISTAA). We have
worked with several hundred teachers
and all have been successful in achieving
accreditation and a higher salary scale.
This year has been a bumper year with the
IEU giving direct assistance to 70 teachers
undertaking the Experienced Teacher
process. Members receive direct feedback

on their documentation through Union
comment and clarification. Members who
have participated in this Union service have
had a consistently high success rate in
achieving the accreditation. The 2017 process
closed on 7 September.
While the process is a demanding one, it
delivers significant salary benefits. Teachers
who are eligible to undergo the process and fail
to apply remain at the lower salary step. This
situation greatly impacts on income over time.
The Union strongly encourages members to
apply at the first available opportunity.
Experienced Teacher accreditation has
traditionally applied to teachers covered
by the NSW/ACT Independent Schools
Standards Model (Teachers) Multi-Enterprise

Fair and flexible work
policies are not ‘antiquated’
Mark Northam

Assistant Secretary
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Agreement. Late in 2016 agreement was
reached for teachers in 80 plus ‘Hybrid
Model’ schools to be eligible to undergo the
process. 2017 was a transition year, and the
Experienced Teacher accreditation process
applies for the first time in 2018.
The Union is eager to ensure that the
system is up and working with appropriate
support in the Hybrid Model schools. IEU
Reps and members should contact your
IEU organiser if there are any issues with this
process. For those making applications we
advise you to commence the process early.
For further information and support contact
elizabeth@ieu.asn.au.

Industrial relations predicated on adversity alone will not
resolve complex matters in the long term. A complex issue
that has and will continue to warrant close attention from
the Union and the Maitland-Newcastle Diocese is the JobShare/Flexible Work Arrangement Policy.
The policy and associated thinking (operationalising matters in
schools) is best viewed in terms of the workforce composition.
The Maitland-Newcastle Diocese, according to the Workplace
Gender Equality Agency Report (2016-17), has:
• overall number of employees – 3145
• gender composition – 79.1% female, 20.9% male, and
• workforce – 36.3% part time.
The gender report is also instructional in terms of consultation
with employees on issues concerning gender equality in the
workplace. In response to ‘Who did you consult?’, the report
indicates human resource managers, the diversity committee
and that the issues are discussed at school staff meetings and
at meetings of school and system leaders. The Union who
represents the bulk of employees was not consulted.
The Union has recently been contacted by Maitland-Newcastle
Diocese human resources in response our request to clarify
member concerns as to the operation of what was a policy and
now is referred to as a ‘fact sheet’.
We received the following response: “While historically there
may be examples where the IEU has sought to influence policy
development as though it was a negotiation, I consider this to be
an antiquated approach which is unnecessary in a contemporary
workplace. Consequently, the Diocese will not be engaging in
such a process going forward, and as such the Diocese will not
be entering into negotiations with the IEU in developing a flexible
work arrangement policy”.
Contemporary workplaces require consultation with
employees which is meaningful and via their representatives –
the Union. To simply push aside the notion of discussing matters
with the Union is to place accumulated wisdom in jeopardy.
Schools require certainty of understandings to best manage a

workforce that is female dominated and in excess of 36% part time.
To negotiate salaries, workload and various leave arrangements,
but to sideline flexible work arrangements, is detrimental to
the smooth functioning of schools and consequent education
delivered to students.
Legislation and enterprise agreements provide certain
entitlements in relation to a request to work part time because of
parental or carer’s responsibilities or some other circumstances
as defined under the Fair Work Act, including expanded ‘right
to request’ provisions introduced in July 2013. These expanded
provisions include where the employee:
• is a parent (has responsibility for the care) of a child - school
age or younger
• is a carer (within the meaning of the Carer Recognition Act
2010 (Cth))
• has a disability
• is 55 or older
• is experiencing violence from a member of the employee’s
family, and
• provides care/support to a member of their immediate family
or household who is experiencing domestic violence.
At present, however these are ‘rights to request’ not absolute
rights. An employer must respond in writing within 21 days to a
request for flexible arrangement. Employers can only refuse a
flexible arrangement where they can demonstrate ‘reasonable
business grounds’ for declining the application.
The Fair Work Act provides the basis of understandings.
Managing requests and responding consistently with the best
interests of employees at the forefront demands consultation. It
is not antiquated to have fair workplaces.
The Fair Work Commission has scheduled hearings in
Newcastle on the 10 - 11 September. The dispute involves
pay and conditions for employees in the MaitlandNewcastle Catholic Schools Office covered by a Union
negotiated agreement. The matter will seek to resolve
whether an employer can determine that agreement no
longer applies when IEU members remain performing
work for the benefit of Catholic Schools Office.

Running an open book
puts paid to suspicion

“My position is simply that those
who are taxed should have a say
in how those taxes are used.”
John Quessy
Secretary

In NSW all teachers (as defined in the Teacher
Accreditation Act 2004) are required to be accredited
at Conditional, Provisional or Proficient teacher level.
This is compulsory, and with the pre 2004 cohort of
teachers accredited from 1 January this year, there are
over 160,000 such teachers in the state.
There are also other higher levels of accreditation, namely
Highly Accomplished Teacher (HAT) and Lead Teacher.
These levels are voluntary and there is no requirement
on any teacher to pursue or attain them. Since they were
introduced in 2010 they have attracted very little interest
and only about 150 have attained the HAT status and about
half that conquered the Lead Teacher classification.
There are likely numerous reasons why the take up rate
has been so low, general disinterest within the profession,
the work load involved in demonstrating practice at these
levels, lack of transparency regarding the benchmark for
success, decision making by TAAs (often the employer), not
by an single independent body committed to consistency
and the lack of financial reward and the cost of the
submission fee ($605 for HAT and $715 for Lead).

The minimal participation rate and the depressed success
ratio is a source of embarrassment for those responsible for
promoting the higher levels and in recognition of some of
the administrative issues NESA commissioned research into
the process and sought recommendations to improve the
transparency and consistency of the assessment procedure.
Adopting the recommendations, particularly the
proposals to introduce an assessment panel and provide
ongoing feedback to applicants, will likely address
the transparency of decision making, however it will
also increase the overheads of these assessments. No
explanation of how the current submission fees were
determined is available, but NESA suggests the real costs
would be double the current fee, and that assessing these
voluntary levels of accreditation should be subsidised by
the compulsory fees we all pay.
There has been no consultation with the teaching profession
on this matter and to date no proposal by NESA to initiate
such a discussion. My view is that teachers in NSW already feel
short changed by the obligatory fee and are not of a mind to
bankroll the aspirations of those who seek accreditation at
levels not required by legislation. But more importantly I believe
that teachers should be asked what they think.
This is not an attack on higher levels of accreditation, not
an argument against them or whether they add value to

the quality of teaching and learning. Those things can be
determined when and if evidence is produced. My position
is simply that those who are taxed should have a say in how
those taxes are used.
For the privilege of being accredited each teacher pays a
$100 pa fee to NESA providing it with a war chest of some $16m.
To date NESA has been suspiciously secretive about how these
fees are spent, how the budget is determined and who sets
the spending priorities. There has been no transparency and
precious little specific information provided.
While NESA is smarting from their dysfunctional eTAMS
platform debacle, they would do well to curry some favour
from the teaching service with some honest answers to
these questions and some discussion with teachers about
spending priorities.
The following resolution was passed at IEU Council on 25
August : “That Council is opposed to the use of compulsory
accreditation fees being used to subsidise the assessment
costs for voluntary levels of accreditation in NSW and requests
that this matter be raised with the general membership and
their opinion sought. Further, that NESA be advised of the
position of Council in regard to the matter. Council calls on the
Executive to monitor this issue and report back to the AGM.”

Equal Remuneration Order: Where to now?
Carol Matthews
Assistant Secretary

As indicated on page 1, the Union has
broadened the basis of our claim for
teachers in early childhood services.
Background to the ERO case
Our claim to increase rates of pay for
early childhood teachers that was lodged
in 2013 seeks to use the powers of the Fair
Work Commission (FWC) in relation to equal
remuneration orders. The Commission can
award equal remuneration for men and
women workers performing work of equal
or comparable value. A separate claim
was lodged by United Voice (UV) and the
Australian Education Union (AEU) in relation
to Certificate III and Diploma qualified
educators and teachers in some other states.

Our case has progressed slowly because
of the test case nature of the application.
In late 2015, the FWC handed down its
decision on the legal principles relevant
to both the IEU and UV/AEU claims.
This decision made clear that in equal
remuneration cases you had to compare the
work of a group of employees of one gender
with the work of employees of the opposite
gender. You could not simply argue that the
work of female employers was underpaid
because of reasons related to their gender.
In late 2016, UV lodged a claim asking
the FWC to determine that the rates of
pay of female Certificate III and Diploma
qualified educators should be compared
with, and be the same as, the rates of pay of
male employees under the Manufacturing
Award based only on the award relativities
determined by the FWC in 2005. No evidence
was called about the nature of the work.

The FWC rejected the UV/AEU approach
in February 2018.
IEU claim
In 2017 the IEU had advised the FWC
we wished to have our claim determined
independently of the UV/AEU claim and
we lodged an updated claim. Our evidence
and submissions were filed in December
2017. We are comparing the work of
female early childhood teachers with
male engineers and male primary teachers
and seeking the rates of pay that apply to
primary teachers in NSW.
Employer evidence was lodged earlier
this year in our case and the hearing
commenced on 26 July 2018 with hearing
dates continuing into September.
However, as indicated above, we have
now decided to put an additional claim that
the Teachers Modern Award rates, which

have a top step of $69,000, do not properly
reflect the work value of teachers. Because
this is a new argument, the hearing dates
that had been set for July - September will be
cancelled. A new timetable for the filing of
evidence and submissions will be set by the
FWC on 30 August and the Union anticipates
that hearing dates will now not be scheduled
until 2019.
Both arguments will now be heard
together by the FWC. Although this has
lead to unfortunate delays, the Union
hopes that being able to put both cases
may increase the ultimate chances of
success before the FWC.
The Union thanks all our witnesses
who were ready to give evidence in July
and August and will now need to wait
until next year to have their say.
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Overseas teachers
no longer classed
as new graduates

Despite having 15 years experience,
including a stint as acting principal,
Canadian Patrick De Vuono was
classified as a ‘beginning’ teacher by
the Diocese of Wollongong when he
started work with them this year.
However, thanks to attending one
of the IEU’s Accreditation at Proficient
Workshops in July, De Vuono learnt
that NESA has instituted a new policy
allowing for his previous experience in
Australia to be taken into consideration.
Now the recently approved
Enterprise Agreement (EA) for systemic
Catholic schools is in place, he will also
be able to have his past experience in
Canada taken into consideration.
The new provisions of the EA
allow teachers to claim for overseas
experience as long as a statement of
service is provided.
De Vuono actually studied for his
Diploma in Education as an overseas
student at the University of Wollongong
in 2002. On his last day in the country,
he met his future wife.
He returned to Australia the next year
on a working holiday visa and taught in

the state system.
The couple then returned to Canada
and De Vuono taught in elementary
schools, teaching students the
equivalent of Years 5 to 8. He was
also a physical and health education
specialist teacher, teaching students in
K-8, as well as a short stint as teacher in
charge (acting principal).
Last year De Vuono, who now has an
eight year old and two year old twins,
returned to teach in Queensland as
part of the exchange program.
“That’s when we decided Australia
was for us and we wanted to raise our
children here,” De Vuono said.
“My wife is from Kiama, so we moved
back down here.”
De Vuono started work at St John’s
Catholic Primary School in Dapto as a
specialist STEM teacher three days a
week and classroom teacher two days
a week.
He was disappointed to be classified
as a beginning teacher and faced with
the accreditation to Proficient process.
“I was very pleased to find out there
might be an option after I spoke with
IEU representatives following the
workshop.”
When he contacted the Diocese of
Wollongong they had to create new
paperwork to process his claim, but
things move quickly.
“They were very understanding to
my situation. With the approval of my
principal, the Diocese approved my
application for proficiency straight away.
After that I just filled out a quick form
with NESA and sent it to them. The
Diocese have been great, very helpful”
De Vuono is also one of the first
teachers to benefit from new provisions
in the EA which recognises overseas
teaching experience.

Government funding cut
a backward step for early
childhood education
The IEUA NSW/ACT Branch has called
on the Federal Government to continue
Universal Access funding to ensure four
year olds have access to 15 hours of early
childhood education and care (ECEC)
delivered by a university qualified teacher.
The May federal budget included a
statement which said government spending
on the National Partnership Agreement
on Universal Access to early childhood
education will end from 30 June, 2020
(5 August, Financial Review).
The Review reports a saving of more than
$440m, together with a cut to the Quality
Agreement program for early childhood,
leading to cuts close to half a billion dollars.
“This is a huge backward step for early
childhood education. The recent Lifting
Our Game Report commissioned by COAG
clearly details the benefits of extending
Universal Access to three year olds,” Verena
Heron, Senior Industrial Officer IEUA NSW/
ACT Branch said.
To decouple funding from the National
Quality Framework would be to seriously
undermine children and their families,
because according to the Effective Provision
of Preschool Education (EPPE) project,
high quality preschool education has been
shown to:
• increase children’s intellectual
achievement, concentration, social skills,
independence, cooperation, selfregulation and peer relationships upon
entry to school
• improve prereading skills, non-verbal
reasoning and early number skills, and

• decrease anti-social behaviours and the
risk of developing learning difficulties later
in life.
“Preschools are heavily dependent upon
funding and need certainty in order to set
future budgets and daily fees,” Heron said.
“The IEU is very concerned that the
Federal Government has not committed to
maintaining Universal Access funding on an
ongoing basis.
“One-year extensions to funding put
preschools in a constant state of financial
uncertainty, yet according to Federal Education
Minister Simon Birmingham: “Our commitment
to the value of early childhood education and
care is why we’re delivering $440.1 million to
extend access for preschoolers to 15 hours
of early learning each week in the year before
school to the end of 2019”.
The IEU also seeks a commitment from
the NSW Government to continue the
current Start Strong funding for preschools,
irrespective of whether Universal Access
funding is renewed.
“NSW has the highest fees in the country
and the lowest enrolments numbers, and
these financial cuts will only exacerbate that
situation,” Heron said.
The NSW Government recently released
its Early Education Childhood Workforce
Strategy for 2018-2022.
The Strategy states that it wishes to
improve the status and perception of
early childhood teaching, but it does not
mention any funding increases to improve
teachers’ wages.

Do you wish to
cut down on
plastic bag use?
As part of our service to members, IEU mails its publications, Newsmonth,
Bedrock and IE, directly to members’ homes in a plastic wrap. This is the most
cost effective and efficient way of delivering publications, saving members’
money and protecting the contents from the elements.
However, some of you have told us you’re concerned about the plastic bags used
to deliver publications. The IEU is aware and responsive to your concerns and offers
an ‘opt out’ system. Simply let our membership team know you no longer wish to
receive our publications in the mail, and they will make sure our membership system
reflects your wishes.
You will still be able to enjoy our publications online – we send you regular emails
with links to highlighted stories, and you can access all the publications through the
IEU website https://www.ieu.asn.au/news-publications/publications.
If you wish to opt out of mailed publications, email membership, stating your
wish, and including your name, membership number and place of employment,
to membership@ieu.asn.au.
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National push for
guaranteed early
childhood funding
reaches Parliament
Current ACTU President Michele O’Neil and past President
Ged Kearney with IEU Organiser Lyn Caton
In the first week of sitting for the Federal
Government, IEU representatives attended a breakfast
forum organised by the Australian Education
Union (AEU) at Parliament House, along with other
stakeholders from the early childhood sector.
The impetus for this gathering was a national reaction
to the lack of foresight and support being provided by the
current Federal Government to the sector.
The recent budget announcement confirming the reduction
in funding of $440 million from June 2020, a shocking
indictment of the Government’s approach to early education.
Shadow Minister for Education and Training Tanya
Pilbersek, Greens Leader Richard Di Natale and Shadow
Minster for Early Childhood and Development, Amanda
Rishworth, spoke passionately in support of the sector
while falling short of articulating a party position.
Invited guests from the Early Childhood Australia National
Council and teachers currently working in early childhood
centres from around Australia spoke eloquently of the
intrinsic value and importance of education in the early years.
Speakers highlighted some important facts about
early education:
• Australia ranks 23rd in spending on early childhood as a
percentage of GDP, well below the OECD average.
• Expenditure on early childhood education and care
services hit $9.1 billion in 2015-2016. Universal Access to

•

•

•

•

preschool funding was less than 5% of this figure at only
$408 million.
The benefits for children of attending preschool
attendance are equivalent to 20 weeks of schooling at
the Year 3 level (Lifting Our Game; Report of the Review
to Achieve educational Excellence in Australian Schools
through early childhood interventions, p46).
Australia invests less than 0.5% of GDP in early childhood
education and care, well below the OECD average of
0.8% of GDP. Nordic countries (Norway, Sweden,
Denmark and Finland) invest significantly more – between
1.2 and 2% (Lifting Our Game; Report of the Review to
Achieve educational Excellence in Australian Schools
through Early Childhood interventions, p60).
As a proportion of GDP, Australia invests less in preprimary education than every OECD country for which
data is available except Ireland and Switzerland. (Lifting
Our Game; Report of the Review to Achieve Educational
Excellence in Australian Schools through Early Childhood
interventions, p60).
World Bank data shows that in 2015, of the 207
jurisdictions examined, the vast majority provide two
or three years of pre-primary education. Only 11 provide
one year – Algeria, Angola, Bermuda, Gibraltar, the Islamic
Republic of Iran, Ireland, Nigeria, the Philippines, South
Africa, Sri Lanka and Australia. (Lifting Our Game;

Union women – changing the rules
I’ve been lucky this year to
participate in the Unions NSW
program for mentoring ‘young’
women working in the union
movement by being paired with
more experienced union women.
It was great that I was still in the
‘young’ category and but more
importantly, I was paired with Robyn
Fortescue, Assistant NSW Secretary
Manufacturing Division (Amalgamated
Metalworkers Union, AMWU), a position
she was elected to in 2015.
Spending time with Robyn has been
an invaluable mentoring experience,
shedding light on the larger union
movement, but also the role women
have played in the movement in general
and in leadership positions, particularly
in industries and sectors that are still
largely dominated by men.
Robyn’s journey towards leadership
positions reflects the wider barriers that
women have historically faced in the
workplace, barriers which historians refer
to as the ‘glass ceiling’ and ‘sticky floors’.
Unionism is often associated with
men, but in education, women make up
over 70% of employees and of its union
membership. Yet we still hold fewer
leadership positions, take maternity
leave for about 12-24 months per

child, as well as caring responsibilities
for elderly parents. All this affects our
ability to access promotional positions,
salary progression, superannuation and
continuous professional development.
Sociologists refer to this as a woman’s
double burden and it is only one of
the many reasons why ACTU’s Sally
McManus has launched the Change the
Rules campaign, aimed at reforming
inflexible and obstructive legislative
work conditions that do nothing but
keep women fighting for better access
to the workplace and family friendly
work places.
Take for example access to flexible
work arrangements which under the
current industrial framework is only
a right to request and the employer
can, on business grounds, refuse the
request, leaving women choosing
between careers and care, promotions
and parenting.
Union women will continue to be
strong, and collectively march on our
journeys as partners, mothers, sisters,
daughters, carers, aunties, besties,
activists, and social justice warriors to
make life better for the next wave of
women in all of their roles.

Report of the Review to Achieve educational
Excellence in Australian Schools through Early Childhood
interventions, p61).
• According to the State of Early Learning Report (2016)
Australia remains behind the rest of the developed world
in supporting access to quality early learning. As a result,
one in five Australian children are vulnerable in key areas
of development.
• According to OECD analysis, children who attend early
childhood education perform better at age 15. For
example, in the PISA 2015 science assessment, the
average difference between students who had attended
more than one year of early childhood education
and those who had attended one year or less was the
equivalent gap of nearly one and a half years of formal
schooling (Lifting Our Game; Report of the Review to
Achieve educational Excellence in Australian Schools
through Early Childhood interventions, p47)
ACTU Presidents past and present Ged Kearney and
Michele O’Neil lent their support and listened intently to the
IEU representations delivered by Organiser Lyn Caton .

Young members lay out
a vision for the future
During the Term 2 holidays, young
members from a range of different
schools and sectors attended
IEUA NSW/ACT’s office in Wattle
St to discuss how the Union might
work more effectively with young
members.
The discussion was passionate
and wide ranging and reflected their
different teaching experiences in non
government schools. Members spoke
about their journey into teaching, how
they became active Union members,
the role of Reps in the school, and the
way that the IEU can continue to attract
strong membership among beginning
teachers.
As part of the discussion, the
participants agreed to form a Young
Members Working Group to meet
regularly face to face and online and
be of support to each other. They
identified how important it was that
young teachers had a ‘tribe’ to which
they could contribute and belong,
particularly having shared common
experiences and challenges. There
was also discussion about supporting

women to become leaders and when
they already are leaders.
Sheena Nadan, a new member of
IEUA NSW/ACT from Moriah College,
said “Young teachers’ workload
quite often seems overwhelming.
It’s important that we focus on the
positives and what we have in common,
not what divides us”.
The Young Members Working Group
intends to develop a range of materials
to support other teachers and support
staff. This will include writing blogs to
be hosted on the IEU site, moderating
forum discussions, sharing resources
and contributing to professional
development opportunities in both face
to face and online environments.
Organiser Lubna Haddad said “Young
teachers have specific needs and the
Union can help them address those
needs and improve their understanding
of their rights at work”.
Does this sound like something you
might be interested in? Join the Young
Members Working Group by emailing
Keith Heggart (keith@ieu.asn.au)

Lubna Haddad Organiser
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Data walls: Privacy, psychological safety, and workload
This article is the third in a series in
Newsmonth on the use of data walls in schools.
While we recognise the advocacy for data walls,
we also recognise a growing body of work
that raises privacy, ethical, and legal rights
issues associated with certain implementation
practices. This article focuses on three emergent
issues: student privacy, psychological safety,
and workload.
Student privacy
One aspect of increasing interest in the
implementation and use of data walls is the
guidelines for, and legislation around, student
privacy. Studies of data wall practices have raised
concerns about how data is presented and who has
access to the data (eg Carter, 2014; Marsh et al., 2016;
Spina, 2017). The public nature of data walls is a key
difference between this practice and other forms of
data mapping (eg data folders, data placemats).
When data walls are displayed in public spaces
such as hallways and classrooms, privacy is difficult
to guarantee. Teachers in Spina’s (2017) study
admitted that even when de-identified, most
students were able to use their knowledge of their
classmates to guess accurately whose icon was
whose. With privacy recognised as a fundamental
right of students (United Nations Convention on the
Rights of the Child, 1989, article 16), there needs to
be deep consideration of the potential risks with the
use of data walls, and plans for how the risks can be
mitigated. In light of growing concerns about data
sharing, ethics and legal accountabilities, we can
only expect that the interest in access to data and
student privacy will increase.
Psychological safety
Studies have identified that teachers may
experience strong, negative emotional reactions to
data wall usage, particularly if teachers perceive the
results as a direct reflection on their practice and
themselves as ‘teacher’ (Renshaw et al., 2013; Singh,
Märtsin, & Glasswell, 2015). Data wall discussions
that focused on comparison and competition
(eg publicly pointing out teachers with high and
low student growth rates during meetings) were
more likely to create staff discomfort. While studies
have yet to explore thoroughly students’ actual
perspectives on data walls, several studies including
those from Australia, New Zealand and the United
States, have encouraged readers to consider the
potential negative consequences data wall usage
may have on student self esteem and self efficacy,

particularly for low performing students (Jimerson
et al., 2016; Kiro et al., 2016; Spina, 2017; Thrupp &
White, 2013).
Workload concerns
The workload associated with creating, maintaining,
and using data walls requires investigation to
determine the cost/benefit ratio (Parkinson & Stooke,
2012; Spina, 2017). As no study has yet investigated
the economics of data walls, it remains unclear how
many administrator, teacher, and teacher aide hours
are currently being spent creating and updating data
walls, or in meetings to discuss the data. This becomes
an issue if the time spent on preparing and regularly
updating the walls outweighs the benefits, and
distracts from the goal to implement the discussed
pedagogical interventions.
Conclusion
Concern about the ethical, privacy, and legal
issues related to the use of data walls is yet to be fully
considered within research, and legally tested. The
use of digital dashboards could be researched to
establish the extent to which they may address the
identified issues. Importantly, the introduction and
maintenance of data walls remain consequential
decisions for a school community. In this article
we have identified some important, but often
overlooked aspects in the implementation and use
of data walls. Readers are directed to NM#4 where
we introduced a series of questions that could be
used to guide the introduction and use of data walls
in schools.
In addition to monitoring effectiveness within
their own schools, we strongly encourage school
leaders and teachers to become involved in formally
researching data walls in their schools. Contact Dr
Elizabeth Heck, Administrative Officer for the Schools
Data Network Project (SDN) in the Institute for
Learning Sciences and Teacher Education (Elizabeth.
heck@acu.edu.au) if you are interested in joining our
network.
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Celebrating the
legacy of Jeff Shaw
The Jeff Shaw Memorial Lecture was held at Parliament House in Sydney
late July. Thomas Frank, an American political analyst, historian and journalist
delivered the lecture. Frank has documented the decline of the American middle
class and the need for more meaningful action on income inequality. His latest
publication is Rendezvous with Oblivion which examines the way inequality has
manifested itself in American cities, jobs, lifestyle and politics.
The event also celebrated the awarding of four scholarships to Year 12 students from
both independent and public schools, presented annually with the support of the IEU,
Public Education Foundation and Unions NSW.
Jeff Shaw was one of the great legal minds of his generation and a trail blazer of law
reform in NSW and he was a friend of unionists and Australian unions. He was a leading
industrial barrister working tirelessly in courts and tribunal across Australia to improve
the pay and conditions of working people.
Shaw served as NSW Attorney General 1995 to 2000 as part of the Carr Labor
Government and then as a Supreme Court Judge in 2003 and 2004. He died in 2010
leaving a legacy of technically competent law reform in both the civil and criminal area
of law and legislation.
On Jeff Shaw’s death in 2010, The Hon Justice Michael Walton President NSW
Industrial Relations Commission said: “Jeff was no ordinary man, although he behaved
like everyman. He was neither lofty nor pompous. He was courteous, engaging and kind
to those connected to litigation, even to opponents, and often, particularly in industrial
matters, would try to find consensus”.
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IEU officers at the Jeff Shaw Memorial Lecture James JenkinsFlint, Bronwyn Ridgway, Marilyn Jervis, Ann-Maree McEwan
with Elizabeth Shaw (centre)

New Rep uses quiet
conversation to raise
awareness
Despite only joining the teaching
profession four years ago, Emily
Thomas has made it her mission to
raise awareness of the benefits of Union
membership with her colleagues.
Thomas graduated as a music teacher in
2014 and joined the small staff of 50 at Hills
Adventist College, which is spread across
two campuses at Castle Hill
and Kellyville.
She loves her role
teaching music to K-10 at
the two campuses.
“I went into music
teaching because of my
love of music. But in my
second year of my degree I
realised how amazing music
education was,” Thomas
said.
Her father, a Design and
Technology teacher and
IEU member in Victoria,
encouraged her into the
profession.
He also encouraged
Thomas to get involved
with the IEU. Soon after
becoming a member
Thomas noticed density was not high at
her school and began talking about it to her
colleagues.
Even though she was a new young
teacher, Thomas said she felt she had more
knowledge about the Union than some of
the more experienced teachers, due to her
father’s influence.

“I was able to talk to them quietly about
the professional development and growth
they could gain from an organisation
outside of the school. The awareness was
not that high and when they understood
the Union could help them address
things like accreditation and workload
and would give them somewhere they
could ask questions, they
were convinced. It also
helped with networking
and building professional
connections so that
teachers don’t feel isolated
in their subject areas.”
Thomas became the
joint Rep at the school, with
Dinah McDonald, earlier
this year and has continued
her strategy of having
“quiet conversations” with
colleagues.
“Advice from my
organiser about how to get
things going and just talking
with them was the main
thing.”
Thomas said it was
positive for staff in the
small school to have another professional
organisation they could turn to and assist in
further development of collegiality.
“There’s more of a collegial feel now,
there’s an awareness that every single
person has someone there for professional
back up and support if they need it.”

“When they
understood the
Union could help
them address
things like
accreditation
and workload
and would give
them somewhere
they could ask
questions, they
were convinced.”

IEU/TMB Environment Grants: And the winners are . . .
children will have a sense of belonging as they explore the
interdependence between land, animals and plants. In
addition, installing a clothesline will drastically reduce our
carbon footprint and electricity usage as we use the sun’s
energy, rather than our dryer, for the laundry.
St Leo’s Catholic College, Wahronga
Learning with Eco-Gardens @ Leo’s
The project will involve creating garden beds from
recycled and new resources. The garden beds will be
filled with local native plants that will be used for learning
within the school. For example, we will grow plants like
finger limes and lemon myrtle which will be used by the
Food Technology students for recipes. We will grow other
plants and fruits that will be sold to create money to
sustain the garden for future years. We will install a water
tank so that students can learn about the water cycle
and the importance of using water from water tanks. The
student will learn about the different types of composting
and worm farms so that they have a better understanding
about ecosystems and food webs.

WillowBee Early Learning Centre 1, Willoughby
Project Sunshine
Being on the top floor with ample sunlight, we want
to utilise it more by building a bush tucker garden and
installing a clothesline. We will be getting an elder from
Metropolitan Local Aboriginal Land Council to guide
us in choosing the appropriate plants while learning
about the Aboriginal culture of the land. This means that

St Michael’s Primary School, Dunedoo
St Michael’s outdoor living classroom
St Michael’s is located in a small rural community and
has 38 students. Our vision is for an outdoor classroom
to expand our curriculum, with practical environmental
projects to improve understanding of our impact on the
environment. It will provide a communal learning space
not only for the students by the wider community of
Dunedoo. The aim is to utilise this space as a platform for
further environmental projects such as partnering with
the new solar farm to learn about conserving energy,

working with the local Landcare to create a seed bank and
developing our natural school grounds.
St Peter’s Anglican College Junior School, Broulee
Junior School Eco-Program
Our eco program is an educational sustainability
outreach project. We aim to create a closed food waste
system with all plant based food waste being composted
and used to feed chickens and worms and to fertilise
vegetable garden beds and existing fruit trees/bush tucker
plants. Our petting farmyard would provide students
with real life learning experiences that develop a deep
understanding of the environment and how to live
sustainably. Banksia Village is keen to bring ‘hensioners’
to the school to use our garden and spend time with our
chickens. Our Indigenous vegetable garden and fruit trees
will be used for preschool visitors.
St Patrick’s College, Campbelltown
Patties Plastic Pollution Solutions
The aim is to move towards a plastics free school.
To do this we must reinvigorate our current recycling
management system. The students in the Environment
Group have implemented some successful initiatives
already this semester, eg the introduction of ‘keep
cups’ to reduce styrofoam waste, the collection drive
of plastic bottles and cans and a new eco-bin system in
each classroom. We would purchase eight permanent
transparent bins to visually demonstrate recycling and a
TerraCycle box for pens, pencils and markers. Our current
waste bins would become the new collection point for
soft plastic waste for RedCyle.
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Women’s
Conference
Changing the rules for working women

Carol Matthews IEU Assistant Secretary,
Ros McLennan and Pam Smith

Angela Briant and IEUA Assistant Federal
Secretary Christine Cooper

Naomi Steer
IEU Women’s Conference participants
walked away inspired and empowered
by the speakers and workshops they
were exposed to on 24 August.
Conference Convener Pam Smith
highlighted the importance of a change
of rules for working women, hence the
conference title Changing the Rules for
Working Women and for Our Students in
their Future Workplaces.
These rules could relate to the number
of women in casual or temporary positions
in schools, the preponderance of women
in insecure work in the general community,
the lack of women in leadership rules, the
pay gap, and the fact that women often end
up with less superannuation than men and
face a less secure retirement as a result.
In his introduction IEU NSW/ACT Branch
Secretary John Quessy highlighted the
IEU’s attempts to gain fairer pay for early
childhood teachers because “it is absolutely
the right thing to do”.
“The rules that set pay and conditions are
broken. We, all of us, need to change them. The
IEU will do its part in that struggle,” Quessy said.
“For many in this room the broken
industrial rules are your lived experience.
We must change the rules.”
Keynote speaker Ros McLennan,
General Secretary Queensland Council of
Unions, gave a comprehensive overview of
8
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women’s current status in the workforce
and what needs to change.
“Despite the many female, kick arse
pocket rockets go getters out there, just
waiting to change the world, or at least
their organisations,
for the better, equal
representation
leadership positions,
let alone equal pay,
still hasn’t happened
in most workplaces,”
McLennan said.
“I’ll give you an
example about the
need for quotas as it applies to women
on boards. Did you know there are 17
companies in the ASX200 that have no
boards women on their boards – in fact
there are more men called Peter on the
boards of their companies than there are
women on those boards entirely.
McLennan said the profile of a modem
unionist is female, professional and working
in the private sector.
She said the pay gap between women in
unions and non union women is huge.
“Female employees who are union
members are paid significantly more than
their non union female peers at an extra
25.4% on average.”
Keynote speaker Naomi Steer, National

Director for UNHCR, introduced the global
perspective to the situation of women
and girls around the world, as well as
telling participants about her own ground
breaking story as one of the first woman
diplomats.
Steer describes
how the vital work
of the UNHCR is
mainly supported
by donations
from every day
Australians.
These donations
provide for simple
interventions like clean birthing kits for
mothers fleeing war in the Democratic
Republic of the Congo. This country also
has one of the highest incidences of sexual
assault in the world, with two thirds of all
women experiencing sexual violence.
She agreed that there needed to be a
change of rules for all women, and that
women from around the world could gain
strength by coming together and sharing
their common goals.
Angela Briant, General Secretary IEUA
WA Branch described McLennan as ‘a
powerhouse of union women’.
“How right she was – a day spent in
the company of a group of focussed,
determined and collegial union women is

“Female employees
who are union members
are paid significantly more
than their non union
female peers at an extra
25.4% on average.”

inspirational and reinvigorating,” Briant said.
“Ros provided some very useful tips on
what is needed to win, whether its’ a living
wage, the right to access the independent
umpire or job security for casual employees
– they are supporters, strategy, trust/
integrity and resilience.
“Naomi Steer National Director of UNHCR
informed us that 100,000 individual
Australians donated $35 million to UNHCR
for international humanitarian programs for
the United Nations Refugee Agency. I found
her presentation to be so informative and
hopeful. One action we women can do to
show support for refugees is make contact
with a new arrival and see if we can help
them in some small ways. That personal
connection makes so much difference to a
new arrival.
“The workshop choice decision was a
hard one to make and I opted for Teaching
the millennial student and Enhancing
women’s wellbeing and fitness. Both
excellent choices and I went away with in
the first instance with more understanding
of the environment that’s formed the
attitudes of young teachers entering the
profession and from the second workshop
I have some practical techniques to help
establish healthier diet and lifestyle habits.”

Fresh faces
welcomed to Council

IEU Council on 25 August welcomed no less than 17 new or
returning delegates to its ranks.
The new councillors were treated to wide ranging and in depth
discussions on a variety of matters impacting on teachers and
support staff, including some industrial issues facing various
branches, such as the Hands of Christ program in the Sydney
Catholic Diocese; changes to ATAR and the impacts on VET
teachers; learning progressions; the new federal education
minister; temporary teaching positions and the ACTU’s Change the
Rules campaign.
Delegates showed their support for this campaign and the need
to fix inadequate industrial relations legislation. Many noted that
temporary employment was a growing problem for both teachers
and support staff.
Among the new councillors were two young teachers at the start
of their careers.
Anna Luedi of St Mary’s Catholic Primary North Sydney and
Daniel Woolley of Barker College are both 28.
Science teacher Woolley joined the IEU upon graduation two
years ago because he sees the “great benefit of teachers getting
together to support each other”.
Luedi and Woolley both said information is key to creating a
better workplace and attending Council had provided them with
new insights they could take back to their schools.
They said young people were hesitant to join unions because of
the heavy financial burden they faced early in their careers.
“They can be persuaded when the benefits of being involved
with a collective are highlighted,” Luedi said.
Andrew Frawley of St Marys Primary School Bellingen has been
an IEU Rep for 30 years and has recently increased his interest in
the IEU’s wider activities following feedback and conversations
with members from different schools in his branch.
His wife Ann-Marie, who is also a Rep at St Augustine’s Primary
School Coffs Harbour, attended Council as an observer.
“It’s great seeing the bigger picture,” she said.
Pam Adams of John Paul College Coffs Harbour has been an IEU
member since she started teaching in 1984.
She learnt her lessons young. As a 16 year old she questioned her
pay in her part time job and was no longer offered any shifts. She
then went to work at a unionised Big W and noticed the difference
in the way staff were treated.
“Being part of the union collective over the years has really
helped many colleagues. There have also been some wonderful
role models in my chapter.”
As women’s rep, Adams is passionate about women’s rights
and was inspired by the IEU’s Women’s Conference, which she has
attended four times.

Daniel Woolley and Anna Luedi

Andrew Frawley and Ann-Marie Frawley

“Being part of the union collective
over the years has really helped
many colleagues.”

Pam Adams

Present tense: Good news for casuals?
Kendall Warren
Organiser

The Full Bench of the Federal Court has handed down
a significant ruling, which may bring real benefits for long
term casual employees. In Workpac v Skene, the Court
ruled that truck driver Paul Skene, employed as a casual
under a labour hire arrangement, was entitled to be paid
accrued annual leave upon termination.
This decision is significant because until now, it was
always thought that a casual employee was not entitled
to any paid leave, in line with the relevant provisions of
the Fair Work Act. However, the Skene decision throws
this into doubt, particularly for casual employees who
have been employed on a ‘regular and systematic’ basis
for a long period of time (Skene himself was employed
for about two and a half years).
At the print deadline for Present Tense, the IEU was
still considering the potential implications of Skene on
casual employees in the post-secondary education
sector, but given the widespread use of long term casual
arrangements in the sector, there may well be potential
gains for members.
IEU Assistant Secretary, Carol Matthews, noted that
Skene may well have some application to employees in
the post secondary sector. “Most enterprise agreements
envisage that employees can only be engaged as casuals

if they are employed for a short period or on an irregular
basis. However if that is not the case, following this
decision, casual employees may have an entitlement to
annual leave under the Fair Work Act,” Matthews said.
This means that there could be an avenue for casuals to
claim annual leave in some circumstances.
Members should not expect any immediate change
in this area, and, like any legal principle, a particular
employee’s rights to this will depend on the facts of the
individual matter. Nevertheless, on the face of it, it does
appear to be a significant win for casual employees.
Agreements update
Your Union continues to negotiate with several
colleges for renewed enterprise agreements, with several
more in the pipeline. Discussions have been in train
with Navitas English since May, and the early talks have
been productive. It has been agreed that the existing
agreement needs a tidy up, so the parties have worked
through the whole agreement, simplifying language,
updating references, fixing typos, and including any legal
requirements. With that out of the way, it does appear
that the parties are some way apart on some key issues,
but your Union remains hopeful that an agreement can
be finalised this year.
Your Union is also in the early stages of negotiations
with Embassy English, Taylors College, and UoW College,
and will soon start discussions with Insearch UTS,

Access Language Centre, Sydney College of English, and
Universal English.
Enterprise agreements typically include provisions
which are superior to those in the award (eg higher
salaries). The Fair Work Act contains provisions which
allow employees to compel their employer to start
bargaining for an agreement. To find out how this might
work at your college, contact your Union, the IEU.
International student numbers
Australia continues to benefit from the upheaval
caused by both Brexit and Trump, with a recent paper
from a UK think tank on higher education that Australia
was on the brink of jumping Britain into second place
(behind the US) for international student arrivals. The
Centre for Global Higher Education has noted that
the UK’s ongoing Brexit related closing of the doors to
international students has seen overall numbers drop
appreciably, while Australia is being seen increasingly as a
safer and more desirable location to study.
Figures from the Commonwealth Department of
Education and Training (DET) show a significant rise in
overall student arrivals in 2018 of about 11% overall. The
bulk of these are in higher education and in VET, while
ELICOS has been stable, and the future is looking bright
for the post secondary education sector.
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Australia needs a pay rise
The IEUA’s test case calling for fairness for early
childhood teachers began on 26 July. The Union is
asking the Fair Work Commission to remedy wages for
early childhood teachers.
A crowd of teachers, mothers and babies, union activists
from various groups, including the ACTU, Unions NSW,
Australian Unions and United Services Union (USU),
gathered outside the Fair Work Commission on William
Street in Sydney to support the cause on the first day of the
case.
Despite having the same degree as school teachers, first
year preschool and long day care teachers earn on average
$15,000 less per annum than primary teachers. After nine
years the difference can be around $32,000 per annum.
Sharron Kirkpatrick of St Stephen’s Kindergarten Belrose
said it was important for early childhood teachers be at the
commission as they had been undervalued for so long.
“Our professional capacity is undervalued by families,
governments, the private sector and employers. We need
10
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to be paid appropriately as we have the same degree as
teachers in schools,” Kirkpatrick said.
“If I was starting my career over I would definitely go into
a school rather than early childhood, which is really sad.
We’re losing a lot of quality, qualified people due to this.”

“After 30 years of teaching,
nurturing and caring for our
most vulnerable, impressionable
and at times challenging citizens
just because I love it, why should
I be paid less?”
Her colleague Judy Colledge said early childhood
teachers were at the forefront in education, and often the
first people to diagnose children with problems.

“We work just as hard as other teachers, but with longer
face to face hours.
“We need to be recognised as professionals. If you look
at other countries they value early childhood play based
programs. We need to rethink our education.”
Jennifer Byfield, who works at Elizabeth Street Preschool
in North Richmond, said she was worried for the future of
the profession.
“We are an ageing group – who is going to want to work
in this sector in the future when we are being treated so
unfairly?” Byfield said.
‘People are automatically going to work with older
children if they can get higher pay.”

We stand together with you in this fight
Here are just a few of the typical comments the IEUA has been receiving from its early
childhood teacher members when asked the question ‘why I deserve a pay rise’:
Mrs C
Why I deserve a pay rise: I am so poorly paid that in winter I
cannot afford to use a heater.
Evie
I am embarrassed that my friends say I work harder than
anyone they know and are aware that my pay does not
reflect this. I am embarrassed that my brother at the age of
17 earned more than I did in a traineeship than I did after 10
years in the industry. I am embarrassed that I earned more
(more than double) working overseas as a governess. I am
embarrassed that as a single professional I am unable to
afford a loan for a home. I am deeply saddened by the exit
of incredible teachers from the industry due to burnout and
lack of recognition for what we do.
Antonella
I simply deserve to be paid the same pay scales as my
primary and secondary teachers. I graduated with a Bachelor
of Education (Early Childhood) but have been financially
disadvantaged for selecting to choose my passion for the
early childhood profession. This passion has not paid off
long term. A bitter taste lies in my mouth lies when I think
of the 18 full time years I have missed out on equal pay - how
big is that financial gap?
Gwen
I don’t just ‘work’ in early childhood, I’ve dedicated my
life to it. I live it, breathe it, love it. I manage my service (all
aspects of it) as well as teach, ensuring we offer high quality
early childhood education and care programs. I know
our children and families intimately. I am also constantly
upskilling through professional development opportunities. I
am a real teacher but get no recognition of our qualifications,
skills or dedication – yet I work with the most important and
vulnerable age group (3-5 year-olds) that exist.
Narelle
In my early years of teaching I worked as a waitress to
supplement my income as an early childhood teacher. I was
paid more to deliver food to tables than I was to manage
our local preschool. At the time my step father asked me
‘Why don’t you work in hospitality instead of preschool’? I
responded ‘because I love preschool teaching. After 30 years
of teaching, nurturing and caring for our most vulnerable,
impressionable and at times challenging citizens just
because I love it, why should I be paid less”?
Michelle
Where is the recognition and respect for early childhood
teachers!? We deserve equal if not more for the roles we
have in our teaching profession. I am still as passionate
about early childhood but I am fed up with the lack of
respect and recognition for us as teachers. I am angry that
when I retire I will have a lot less superannuation thus I will be
less comfortable financially than my colleagues who chose
to teach in primary education.

Messages of support
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It’s time to change the rules: It’s time for
pay for early childhood teachers!

Dori
I have completed four years of university education
equivalent to other teachers. It has cost me the same to
attend university. I am a Proficient Teacher and am required
to pay for annual registration as well as professional
development to maintain my accreditation status. Early
childhood brain development is crucial to future success
at school and employment. Early childhood development
and education lays the foundation for ongoing lifelong
learning and success. My husband is a high school teacher
and our work is of an equal importance. We also face the
same work load and challenges, including: working towards
outcomes; monitoring and documenting progress; planning
for individual and groups of children; the responsibility of
children’s wellbeing and safety; collaborating with families
and other professionals; attending staff meetings and
professional development.

to a principal’s role – in dealing on so many levels with issues
such as: staffing, funding, finances, governance, industrial
relations, legal and constitutional matters, government
legislation, community involvement . . . the list goes on. All
these, in addition to the education and nurturing of those
children in my care, their welfare and that of their families
and my staff members.
Carmen
We are working with very young children who require
constant care and attention. Development during
these years occurs at a much greater rate, and in a very
individualised way, requiring more ongoing and one to
one programing to suit each child’s needs. Early childhood
accreditation requirements have required greater
documentation and interactions with parents/carers which
involves not only having knowledge on child development
but also family psychology. All this requires greater holistic
knowledge as well as consuming time in and out of working
hours. We also recognise the importance of providing a
more educational environment for children of this age
group than we did in the past. This has been recognised by
regulations insisting on increased training for teachers being
present while children are in attendance and increased
training for all staff who are involved with children in early
learning centres. As well as this there has been the addition
requirement for maintaining teacher accreditation with
ongoing training. This now adds to the cost of maintaining
teaching requirements. Remuneration needs to be with
consideration of other occupations who make the same
demands on their working conditions.
Sharon
I am a professional who educates children at a critical
stage in their development. I have the same qualification
and HECS debt as a teacher working in the school systems
and have done the same work to gain the degree. I am
required to follow a national curriculum to program for the
children each day. I am required to meet many regulatory
requirements as set out in the National Regulation 2011. I am
an accredited teacher who must complete a certain amount
of training each year to remain current and accredited.
Brigitte
I do the same workload as a primary school teacher and
some days more because of my position of early childhood
teacher and 2IC in my service. I also supervise five trainees.
My abilities to write learning stories on 30 children per
month as well as planning and implementing an inviting
environment for my 33 children to learn and extend their
knowledge on the world they live in. I am constantly
bombarded with changes in the regulations which requires
me to adjust my teaching practises is a constant battle. I do
deserve a pay rise.
Julia
My primary school colleagues acknowledge, value and
respect my skills and knowledge in the early years. They
seek my advice, respect and value the knowledge, expertise
and specialist skills I share as an early childhood teacher.
We collaborate as educational professionals. Why? Because
Teachers are Teachers regardless of what age group is in our
classroom.
Chris
We deserve a pay rise because we are doing equivalent
work to teachers in schools. For teachers heading closer
to retirement like me the effect is compounded because
lower wages have meant less ability to save for retirement
or to put into superannuation. For those at the start of their
career they can see that this will add up to a big difference in
superannuation by the time they retire, again compared to
teachers in school systems.

Leanne
Teachers are teachers – simple. I could, and have taught
in both primary schools and preschools. I chose to make
my career in early childhood. Apart from this fact, my role,
when a preschool director, which has often equated more
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Riding the
IT revolution
Stuart Hector has seen lots of changes
since he started out as an IT Support
Officer straight from TAFE 18 years ago.
When he began his career at St Francis
Xavier College Hamilton, in Newcastle
NSW, computers were confined to the
‘computer room’.
Now they are ubiquitous in every
aspect of school life. Since Prime Minister
Kevin Rudd’s Education Revolution all
students have their own computers.
The IT Support Officer’s role has grown
in relation to the development of digital
technology.
Hector has a hand in every operation
of the school, be it students’ learning, the
school’s overall administration systems,
the teachers’ practice or the students'
own personal technology.
“If someone cuts a cable and there’s
no internet, you soon see how everyone
is totally reliant on technology to do their
work,” Hector said.
Hector now works in a team of two,
an acknowledgement of this growing
reliance on, and demand for support,
and provides help in the classroom to

teachers looking for innovative ways to
provide lessons, and to help with their
data recording and retrieval.
“Partly the job involves putting out spot
fires, partly it’s about planning for the
future and putting new systems in place.
I’ve seen the transition to digitising all
information in schools and been part of
that transition.”
Hector particularly enjoys being part
of a school community which feels
supportive and works together.
“There’s a lot of satisfaction to be
gained from helping students learn and
helping the team function,” he said.
In NSW and ACT Catholic systemic
schools the growing importance of the IT
specialist was acknowledged in the recent
enterprise agreement, which created a
separate category for IT support staff.
“I believe this is an important step
because it confirms that our work is a
specialisation and it allows us to access a
higher pay grade a s a result.
“It shows that our role has evolved with
the digital revolution and that it will likely
keep changing into the future,” Hector said.

“If someone
cuts a cable
and there’s no
internet, you
soon see how
everyone is
totally reliant
on technology
to do their
work.”

Fighting for fairness for motor vehicle accident victims

Walter Hawkins and Jacinta Northam from Maurice Blackburn and Monaro Branch/ACT members.
Principal/Practice Leader Walter Hawkins of Maurice
Blackburn, the IEU’s lawyers, recently addressed
members from the Monaro Branch and the ACT. Here’s
an extract of his address:
“Some or all of you may have heard of the ACT Citizens
Jury on the Compulsory Third Party Insurance Scheme and
I thought it would be appropriate to update you on where
things are presently at
“A recap, in September 2017, the ACT Government
established its first citizen’s jury to review the ACT’s
Compulsory Third Party or CTP Scheme. The ACT currently has
one of the best CTP schemes in the country for people injured
through the fault of others in a motor vehicle accident.
“Participation on the jury was voluntary, however people
who were making a claim were specifically excluded.
Opportunity to include people with real life experience of
our existing scheme was thereby lost.
“There was a number of other major problems with the
process and how it was conducted. As a result, a group
of local law firms asked an independent consultant to
design and deliver an independently facilitated deliberative
democracy workshop to capture the lived experience of
the Canberra community under the current CTP scheme
and they participated in a deliberative workshop in late
February 2018 and a report was produced.
“The workshop participants concluded that the current
CTP scheme had served them well when they were injured,
and that it dealt fairly with the many different types of
12
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injuries that can occur, and they wanted to see that remain
the case for future road accident victims and their families.
“They thought that even those injured as a result of their
own fault should be compensated but not by compensating
those not at fault less. They thought there was a need for a
nuanced, flexible and humane CTP scheme because road
accident victims are particularly vulnerable both physically
and psychologically. However, the ACT Government
declined to directly provide a copy of the workshop report to
the citizens’ jury on its final weekend.
“In late March 2018, the citizens jury met to vote on one of
four models labelled A, B, C and D. The existing scheme was
not able to be presented and the models represented varying
degrees of alterations to the existing scheme. Model A was the
model that most closely represented the current CTP scheme,
and Model D presented the most radical change and was also
the one with the greatest uncertainty of costings.
“What remained of the citizens’ jury with some members
not turning up for the final weekend and one leaving in
frustration before the final vote was taken, was to choose
the most radical model D. The vote was by no means
unanimous and there was a dissenting report produced.
“Model D effectively caps the overwhelming majority of
road accident victim’s entitlements to medical treatment,
care services, and wage loss to only five years after an
accident and places a threshold on road accident victims
whose injuries are caused by the fault of others of being
able to access damages for their pain and suffering, and

loss of enjoyment of life and wage loss at 10% WPI.
“Approximately 95% of injured road users will not reach
10% WPI. Mortgage and rent and other living expenses don’t
stop after five years so what are those persons and their
families to do?
“Impairment thresholds are held out as an easy way to
reduce premiums however in effect they will primarily be
used to lock injured people out of accessing compensation
and does not take account of individual circumstances.
For example, a child might have less than 10% WPI and be
locked out and even those with a 5% WPI might not be
able to work in their usual job such as labouring or even
hairdressing.
“The ACT Government is now drafting the legislation but
much is still to be worked out, but the Government plans
for the new scheme to be effective come 1 July 2019.
“I am deeply concerned about the impact of this change
on all Canberrans and their families who are injured in motor
vehicle accidents caused by the fault of others, and I strongly
encourage you to stand with us for a fair CTP scheme and
to contact your local member and say that the rights of
road uses who have had the misfortune to be injured on
our roads should not be stripped away from them. I have
some hard copy precedent letters I can distribute or they
can be provided electronically. You can also contact me at
whawkins@mauriceblackburn.com.au and you can find our
more information about Maurice Blackburn at
www.mauriceblackburn.com.au.”

How flexischools could help close the gap in Indigenous education
All Australian schools should provide high quality
education to all Australian students, including
Indigenous ones.
This year marked the 10th year of the Australian
government reporting on targets made between Indigenous
and non Indigenous Australian students. The report card
showed some slow gains, but overall it was another national
wake-up call. New policy approaches are needed to
improve educational outcomes for Indigenous peoples.
One aspect of education that has been overlooked in
Indigenous education policy over the past decade is the
growth of ‘flexischools’ around the country.
Flexischools support young people who have been
excluded (formally through expulsion or otherwise) from
mainstream education to re-engage with education. With
the recent reminder there’s still a long way to go in improving
educational outcomes for Indigenous young people, it’s
timely to look at what’s happening in flexischools. We need
to consider what role they play in closing the educational gap
and why they have been overlooked.
Why look for gaps?
Policy approaches to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
education in Australia remain focused on the rhetoric from
the government. To some, this means Indigenous education
policy is framed around against non Indigenous metrics.
The logic of much of this policy is flawed from the outset.
Classroom education has identified a wide range of factors
outside schools that have impacts on educational outcomes
Social, cultural and economic capital (or lack thereof)
means Indigenous students are expected to overcome
hundreds of years of entrenched systemic racism and
disadvantage, attributed to colonisation, with limited
changes to the schooling system.
There is a need to look more closely and critically at
aspects of Indigenous education that have been relatively
ignored. This may help answer crucial questions about
how to improve the system.
Flexischools and Indigenous young people
The term flexischools describes a myriad of educational
programs or school sites operating outside mainstream

education. There are two defined types of flexischools.
One focuses on changing the young person to meet the
needs of system. The other involves changing the system
to meet the needs of the young person, in the short or
long term.
The flexischools at the heart of this article are aimed
at changing educational provision to meet the needs of
young people. These sites appear to be engaging very high
numbers of Indigenous young people.
What we know and what we need to know
Policymakers could look at this large proportion of
Indigenous flexischool students to help understand why
they are pushed out of mainstream schooling, what they
want to get out of education and, potentially, “what works”.
There have been limited studies on Indigenous students in
flexischools. One small study found evidence of high numbers
of both Indigenous students and staff working in them.
A recent study on the voices of Indigenous staff
reported Indigenous people are choosing flexischools as a
desirable place to work in education because of the focus
on relationships.
There is no national published data on exactly
how many Indigenous young people are enrolled in
flexischools. There is no published data on whether
flexischools participate in NAPLAN testing. There is no
published data on the number of Year 12 completions.
There are no large-scale studies that investigate the shortterm and long-term outcomes for Indigenous students.
The general absence of flexischools in policy aimed
at closing the gap is problematic because significant
numbers of Indigenous young people attend them. But
transparency and accountability are very limited in a
number of ways.
The lack of data for flexischools skews closing the gap
data, because the same data are not being collected for the
large proportion of Indigenous students in flexischools. This
means we don’t have a full picture of where all Indigenous
young people are in terms of literacy and numeracy
We need to understand how flexischools ensure
Indigenous people are in positions of leadership when there
are high numbers of Indigenous young people in these

schools. Having Indigenous leadership and governance is
vital for accountability to the growing numbers of Indigenous
peoples and communities interacting with these schools.
Having Indigenous teachers and leaders in schools is
important because Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
students “cannot be what they cannot see”.
We need to understand why the work being done in
flexischools isn’t being done by mainstream schools. The
latter receive additional funding for Indigenous students,
yet some Indigenous students are still being pushed out of
the mainstream.
Lessons to be learned
While more research may be needed on the academic
outcomes of students who attend flexischools, research
is finding they are successful in attracting, welcoming and
supporting youth who, voluntarily or under duress, have
left mainstream schools.
Flexibility, a focus on relationships and an inquiry-led
curriculum seem more conducive to keeping young
Indigenous and non Indigenous people.
If flexischools are doing Indigenous education better
than mainstream schools, we should invest in researching
how they work. We should also ask them to track
outcomes the same way mainstream schools do. We
need more accurate (and inclusive) data when looking
at whether the educational gap is closing to give us the
whole picture.
In the long term though, we should aspire for there to be
no need for flexischools. We should aim for all schools in
Australia to provide high quality education to all Australian
students, including Indigenous young people.
Marnee Shay, Senior Lecturer and Senior Research
Fellow, School of Education and Centre for Policy
Futures, The University of Queensland
Jo Lampert, Professor, School of Education, La Trobe
University
This article was originally published in The Conversation
https://theconversation.com/how-flexischools-could-helpclose-the-gap-in-indigenous-education-98013

Exciting changes in education
The 2018 KU Annual Conference New
Frontiers from Strong Foundations will
focus on igniting a new level of excitement
for teaching and learning that will propel
educators toward new frontiers of
education with a sense of anticipation,
courage and enthusiasm.
Keynote speaker Steve Sammartino shared
his insights into what is happening in education
today and how we can harness that to build
strong foundations for future generations.

What are some of the key messages that
you share in your book The Lessons School
Forgot?
The book covers some of the things that
school didn’t have time to teach us, or that
weren’t invented yet. The world is changing at
a rapid pace, and while this can sometimes be
scary, it has brought with it a chance to rebuild
the world in a more human way. We just need
the will to push forward and create the change
we want to see.

Five minutes with Steve Sammartino
Steve Sammartino is Australia’s most
respected futurist and media commentator on
emerging technology. Steve is one of the world’s
most engaging and thought provoking keynote
speakers on the future and is the author of
bestselling books on the technology revolution.
His keynote address will challenge educators
to reinvent thinking about reshaping teaching
and learning that is congruent with the shifting
demographic of contemporary society and the
challenge of digital literacy and technologies.

What motivated you to write your book?
Some of the most important things I’ve
learned in my life happened outside of school.
Things like how to reinvent your life and
career, and how to reshape an industry so it
can become future proof and better suit its
customers. We need to change with time and
I think this is the most important topic in the
global economy right now – how to adapt to
change because it effects everyone.

The KU Annual Conference has the theme
of 'New Frontiers from Strong Foundations'.
How does the messages in your book tie in
with this theme?
The theme is exactly aligned to what’s
happening right now. We are lucky we live in a
democratic country with a solid starting ground
to early education – this is exactly what The
Lessons School Forgot is all about. Education
is not something we should ever finish. It’s a
process that must continue if we wish to thrive.

What are the main aspects of your keynote
presentation?
Technology is not to be feared – it’s just a
tool like a car is. Very few of us know how a car
works under the bonnet and that has never
bothered us. The only thing we need to know
is how to drive and where a car can take us.
Modern digital technology is much the same
– we only need to know how to make it work
for us, not how it works underneath. The rest is
about imagination and putting humans first.

KU Annual
Conference
New Frontiers from
Strong Foundations
SATURDAY 10 NOVEMBER 2018
International Convention Centre, Sydney

Featuring Steve Sammartino, futurist and
technology reporter as Keynote speaker and
renowned adolescent and child psychologist,
Dr Michael Carr-Gregg alongside a program of
highly regarded speakers.

Registrations NOW OPEN
www.ku.com.au/professional-development/ku-annual-conference

Register now for the 2018 KU Annual Conference New Frontiers from Strong Foundations
newsmonth - Vol 38 #6 2018
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Apply for teacher exchange 2020

Labour bites

Australians need a pay rise
Only one in five Australian workers say
they had a pay rise in the past year that
covered increases in the cost of living,
with almost half reporting no rise at all,
according to a new ReachTel poll. The
poll suggests that the majority of voters
have noticed record low wage growth
and rate it a significant political issue.
The poll first asked voters if they were
in paid employment and, if yes, had
they received a pay rise that was large
enough to cover increases in the cost of
living in the past 12 months.
Almost half (47.6%) said they had “no
pay rise at all”, a further 32.9% said they
had “a pay rise but not enough to cover
my cost of living”, and 19.5% said they
had “a pay rise that covered my costs
of living”.
When asked how significant low
wage growth was to how they would
vote 28.2% said it was “the top issue”,
54% said it was “important but not the
top issue”, while 17.9% said it was not
important. However, no other single
issue was polled for comparison.
Wages in Australia have stagnated,
growing 2.1% in the past year, up from a
record low of 1.9% the year before. The
latest ABS figures showed the cost of
living for working households increased
by 2.3% in the year ending June 2018.
A survey by law firm Herbert Smith
Freehills found that more than half of
major employers would like to freeze
employees’ wages or offer belowinflation pay rises that are a cut in real
terms. (Source: The Guardian)

When 10 days is not 10 days
Australian shift-workers could
be eligible for hundreds of hours in
unpaid sick leave dating back six years,
following a decision from the workplace
relations tribunal.
The workplace relations tribunal has
found employers following misleading
Fair Work Ombudsman advice have
been paying staff who miss 12-hour
shifts for just 7.2 hours.
The Australian Workers Union believes
affected workers could be entitled to
hundreds of hours in back pay.
“This is a momentous win for all
Australians who work long shifts,” AWU
National Secretary Daniel Walton said
on Wednesday.
“Ten days leave should mean 10
days leave, and those who happen
to work 12-hour shifts should not be
disadvantaged.” (Source: SBS)
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Why go on exchange? Exchanges are
more challenging and more rewarding
than simple vacations. They enable you to:

Canadian academics unite
Postdoctoral fellows and non student
researchers at the University of Regina in
Saskatchewan have unionised with the
Canadian Union of Public Employees
(CUPE) following a secret ballot which
saw 88% in favour of unionising.
The academics, researchers and
technicians are seeking to improve their
conditions of work on campus over the
long term. “There has been a dramatic
rise in short-term, low paying contract
work in academia,” Marianne Jacobsen,
who helped spearhead the organising
drive, said in a news release.
Jacobsen is a postdoctoral fellow in
the biology department. “We are part
of a wave of precarious academics
and researchers across Canada who
are unionising to assert the value of
our work and to seek better working
conditions as highly educated
professionals.”
The workers hope to address issues
such as better pay and standardised
pay increments, health benefits,
workplace representation, and parental
leave in negotiations for a first contract
with the University of Regina. (Source:
Regina Leader-Post)

Doctors to walk out
In the UK junior doctors are
considering strike action which
threatens fresh chaos for the NHS.
Leaders of their union – the British
Medical Association – are furious after
junior doctors were offered only a 1%
pay rise last month.
The BMA’s most senior members – its
council – will now decide whether to
carry out a formal ballot of up to 55,000
junior doctors.
This would take place within the next
six to eight weeks and depending on the
result, could give the union a legal right
to strike.
Last month the Government offered
junior doctors a 1% pay rise as part
of a major pay deal for public sector
workers. But doctors say this is a pay
cut, once cost of living is considered,
and described it as a “slap in the face”.
The Department of Health said:
“Doctors are the backbone of the NHS
and we are committed to ensuring they
feel valued and supported. That’s why
we have given them their biggest pay
rise in 10 years and are taking forward
measures to improve staff well-being,
development and flexible working”.
(Source: The Mail)
Compiled by

John Quessy
Secretary

• experience another education system
and another way of life
• share the strengths of an overseas
country world class education system
• expand your knowledge of another
country
• enrich your school culture through the
visiting overseas teacher, and
• develop long lasting friendships for you
and your family.
Applications for exchange positions
for 2020 are now invited from interested
members. Teacher exchange positions
will be available in all provinces in Canada,
international schools in Europe, Colorado in
the US (and other states by negotiation and
the Colorado exchange authority can assist
with visa sponsorship), and hopefully the
UK will be up and running again by then!
To be eligible for the one year exchanges,
you should have a minimum of five
years teaching experience at the time of
exchange (although this is negotiable in
some provinces in Canada). An exchange
is the direct swap of the teacher’s positions
and must include either an exchange
of accommodation or other agreed
arrangements.
You are paid by your home employer
and you must return to your own teaching
positon at the end of the exchange period
(although exchanges have been extended
for a second year if both teachers and
employers agree). The year away on
exchange is counted as a year of service
and your conditions remain the same.
Your spouse/partner may apply for a work
permit and be paid in the local currency.
Your children may attend Catholic or public
schools (there are no school fees).
Most exchanges are January to December
(our school year) but some boards in
Canada will only permit a Canadian school
year. These are becoming popular and are
supported by our principals.
Exchanges to the UK and Canada have
been part of the IEU’s program for many

years and account for the greatest number
each year, although UK exchanges have
been down in numbers this past year due
to a change in the coordinating authorities.
Canadian provinces include Ontario, Nova
Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, Alberta,
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and beautiful
British Columbia.
Finding your own exchange partner to
a particular type of school ie Christian or
independent school in Canada and the
UK is also an option. You will still need to
apply through the IEU and your exchange
partner through the overseas exchange
coordinators as we are all sponsors for
visa purposes.
Members pay a registration fee of $80
and a confirmation fee of $80. All fees
are tax deductible as are lots of expenses
whilst you are away, as it is all part of your
professional development experience.
For more information, please call Helen
Gregory on 8202 8900 or 1800 467 943. An
application form can be downloaded from
www.ieu.asn.au (http://www.ieu.asn.au/
media/29246/teacher_exchange_app.pdf
You could also send a one page
expression of interest to helen@ieu.asn.au
Read the most commonly asked
questions about exchanges (http://www.
ieu.asn.au/member-benefits-teacherexchange/teacher-exchange/ and also read
the fantastic testimonials too. If possible,
all completed application forms should
be forwarded to the IEU by late November
of each year, although late applications
are always accepted. The overseas
coordinators send their databases before
the end of December each year so we want
to be able to match as soon as possible.
So be prepared to step out of that
comfort zone and embrace for one year a
totally different lifestyle knowing that at the
end of the exchange you will be a thousand
experiences richer! Twelve months away
in another system helps reinvigorate you
as a teacher and makes you appreciate the
system we have here in NSW/ACT schools.

This could be you
Peter Haynes, from Radford College
in Canberra, has exchanged with Jamie
Siler to Red Deer Alberta. While being in
Canada for six weeks, he has yet to begin
his teaching year. But he has certainly
made the most of summer with some
exciting adventures to the north.
“We heard about the Yukon, its wild
rivers, wild animals and extremes and
decided that sounded like us. Arriving
in Red Deer we bought a car, arranged
insurance, packed the camping gear and
drove north.
“Three days later we were paddling the
Yukon River as part of a 10 day expedition.
For the past six weeks we have been
traversing incredible country, into Alaska
and British Columbia and out again. We
walked the gold seekers Chilcott Trail
from Alaska to BC, hiked some forbidding

mountains in the Kluane National Park
and swum in glacial alpine lakes. And
all this before I even see the school I will
be teaching in for the next 12 months! If
my year continues to be as exciting as it
has to date, it will be the most amazing
experience.
“When I return to Red Deer, I am certainly
looking forward to the routine and
challenges that come with learning how a
new school operates. My biggest concern is
letting on that I don’t find ice hockey all that
interesting – perhaps keep that to myself.
“Hopefully when the first snow falls in
just a few weeks, I will be looking forward to
using my season pass at a Calgary ski field
and the challenges of living in a very cold
environment.
Stay tuned for more adventures.”

Religious
confessions and
child protection
reporting
“The variances in the statutory laws applicable
to religious confessions may leave many institutions,
particularly religious schools, uncertain as to the current
and future scope of their child protection obligations.”
Over half a year on from the Final Report of the Royal
Commission into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual
Abuse (Royal Commission), and issues concerning child
protection legal changes and achieving institutional child
safety continue to be a key subject of media reporting,
and at times, fierce intellectual and public debate.
Perhaps the most contested issue that arose from the
recommendations of the Royal Commission is the status
of religious confessions in mandatory reporting and ‘failure
to report’ laws. The Royal Commission heard evidence
of various instances of both victims and perpetrators
discussing abuse during confession. From this evidence,
the Royal Commission drew the conclusion that the
importance of protecting children from abuse is such
that no exemption should exist for clergy from reporting
offences in relation to information disclosed in, or in
connection with, a religious confession.
Two of the Royal Commission’s recommendations
relate specifically to the legal status of the confession.
The first was that each state/territory government should
ensure that the criminal offence of ‘failure to report’ (a
law recommended by the Royal Commission) should
specifically address religious confessions, including by
excluding any excuse, protection or privilege in relation to
religious confessions to the extent necessary to ensure its
effective application.
The second was that laws concerning mandatory
reporting to child protection authorities should not exempt
persons in a religious ministry from being required to report
knowledge or suspicions formed, in whole or in part, on the
basis of information disclosed in or in connection with a
religious confession.

Government responses to the Commission
Under section 116 of the Australian Constitution, it is
stated that the Commonwealth shall not make laws for,
among other things, prohibiting the free exercise of any
religion. However, according to the Royal Commission, no
law has ever been struck down on the basis of this section,
and it does not apply to the laws of the Australian states.
All jurisdictions have now issued formal responses to
the Royal Commission. However, responses in relation
to confession recommendations are inconsistent and
it is currently unclear who is ultimately responsible for
determining whether Australia’s child protection legal
framework should be adjusted to reconsider the special
religious significance of the confession.
The Federal Government’s response indicated that
‘failure to report’ laws were subject to further consideration,
but that removing a confession exemption from mandatory
reporting laws was a matter for state/territory governments.
Most jurisdictions have accepted the changes in principle,
but indicated that further discussion between Australian
jurisdictions would be needed before legislative change
progresses.
Courts have also demonstrated that they will hold the
clergy to account under child protection laws, even if the
intent of the individual is to protect the religious institution.
Archbishop Philip Wilson was recently convicted and
sentenced to 12 months’ imprisonment by a NSW Local
Court for concealing child sex abuse. While it is unclear
whether the nature of the confession was considered
in the decision, one of the victims alleged that they had
told Wilson about being abused by a priest while in a
confessional box.

In other jurisdictions, the significance of the confession
has been upheld. Mandatory reporters do not include
ministers of religion, unless they would otherwise be
captured as mandatory reporters, such as if they were
also a teacher.
Victorian laws provide an interesting example of how
the significance of the confession is implemented under
legislation. Under section 327 of the Crimes Act 1958 (Vic),
there is a legal obligation on all adults to make a police
report if they form a reasonable belief that a sexual offence
has been committed against a child under 16 years of age
by an adult, with a maximum three years’ imprisonment for
a failure to report. However, it will not be a contravention
if the relevant information would be privileged under the
Evidence Act 2008 (Vic) – section 127 states that a member
of the clergy is entitled to refuse to divulge that a religious
confession was made, or the contents of a religious
confession.
The variances between in the statutory laws applicable
to religious confessions may leave many institutions,
particularly religious schools, uncertain as to the current
and future scope of their child protection obligations.
Ultimately, this may mean confusion about how best to
protect children.
Kieran Seed is a Legal Research Consultant
and School Governance reporter
This is an extract from his article which originally appeared
in School Governance on 5 July 2018. To read in full: https://
www.schoolgovernance.net.au/2018/07/05/religiousconfessions-and-child-protection-reporting-part-one/

Two week exchanges a possibility
Ever thought of going on teacher exchange but
unable to spend a year overseas?
Short exchanges to Canada are now a possibility
through the IEU’s teacher exchange program.
Alberta teacher Sue Mills and Chevalier College
Bowral teacher Ali Montgomery recently completed
the inaugural two week exchange.
Montgomery spent 2017 on a year exchange in
Canada and while she was there was approached by
the local exchange coordinator to see if she could
host a two week exchange in 2018.
Two weeks exchanges are more common in
Canada, where visits to schools in Australia, the UK,
Germany and Spain are organised.
Mills had already enjoyed two weeks in Germany
and wanted to repeat the experience in Australia.
Her partner’s job does not allow her to go on a year
long exchange.
“It’s like a taster of teaching in another country,”
she said.
“It’s a great opportunity to get a picture of the global

scene. Australia is ideal because when Canadians are
on summer vacation, you’re in school and vice versa.”
The exchange was for PDHPE and Mills enjoyed
being outside with the students and finding out about
similarities and difference in practise.
“The students had some fun with me. Australia is
very forward thinking in the way things are done and I
appreciate the opportunity to see gain new ideas.”
Montgomery said she was pleased to be able to “show
off’ her school and country to a Canadian visitor, as she
was not on the scene for her one year exchange partner.
“We’ve been able to discuss a whole heap of things
around pedagogy and classroom practise as well as
about culture and the country. The other staff have
really enjoyed this two week visit as well.”
There is now an opportunity for somebody to visit
Mills’ school, Glamorgan School in Calgary Alberta for
two weeks in December or January. The teacher can
be from any faculty not just PDHPE.
For details contact IEU Exchange coordinator
Helen Gregory. Email helen @ieu.asn.au
newsmonth - Vol 38 #6 2018
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Term winds to an end
Chris Wilkinson
President

Week 5 and half way through Term
3. A busy term with exams, marking,
subject selections, testing, learning
progressions and data walls. When will
it all end?
At least there have been some great
things happening. Schools throughout the
Broken Bay Diocese have been collecting
gold coin donations, food and toiletries
during mufti days, cosy clothes days,
book character days and odd sock days
to assist the farmers and families in rural
NSW who are going through tough times
due to the horrific drought conditions. It
is just amazing seeing the generosity of
our students and their families. Staff in
our schools need to be congratulated
for encouraging and getting behind this
wonderful initiative to help kids in schools
who are also going through tough times
due to the drought.

Women's Conference has again been
a great success, well attended, inspiring
speakers and with interesting workshops.
A huge thank you to Pam Smith and her
committee for the work and organisation
to make this conference an exciting and
worthwhile experience for all.
The Early Childhood Conference is
being held early in September and again
should appeal to all who have registered.
This conference is held on a Saturday
and is encouraging to see so many early
childhood teachers and support staff giving
up their Saturday. Thanks to Lisa James and
her team for all the work that has gone into
organising and planning this conference.
Congratulations to all of the new
and returning Council delegates who
nominated for the next two years. A
huge commitment, very rewarding and a
chance to keep up with the latest news and
activities of the IEU.

Focus on workload
and wellbeing issues
Pam Smith

Principals Organiser

www.ieu.asn.au

IEU Principals Sub Branch met at the
Union’s Parramatta office on 4 August,
with a focus on principals’ workload and
wellbeing.
Congratulations were offered to
principals Noeleen O’Neill and Sidonie
Coffey for their election to IEU Council and
appreciation expressed to former Council
principals’ delegates Louise O’Sullivan and
John Farrell for their contribution.
At the meeting, guest speaker Rob
Laidler, who has a liaison role with the
Catholic Association of Secondary Principals
Australia, spoke of the vital importance
of advocacy on behalf of principals in
relation to their roles, workload and the
many pressures now on principals from
governments, their employers and from
parents and the community.
He noted that succession planning is a
key issue and there are concerns that many
middle career teachers do not appear to
aspire to principalship.
Laidler, a long term IEU member and a
former principal in the Parramatta Diocese,
indicated that he is happy to meet with
principals in rural and regional areas and to
work with the IEU to protect and advance
the interests of all non government sector
principals.
Major issues for discussion at the 4
August Principals Sub Branch meeting
included ongoing concerns about accessing
NESA’s ETAMS’ site for teacher accreditation
and maintenance, including logging of

PD courses. The IEU’s updates on NESA
are much appreciated; principals also
questioned whether the $100 NESA fee for
2018 should be refunded, given the extent
and duration of NESA’s online issues.
Problems with the Nationally Consistent
Collection of Data for Students with a
Disability was highlighted, with principals
reporting that the time and processes
required are excessive and that there often
appears to be little return in relation to
additional funding for students.
There are significant issues with Learning
Progressions, with comments including
questions about its relevance and purpose,
lack of system support, the duplication of so
many current data collection requirements,
problems with the online ALAN site, and
the overall view that time would be better
devoted to teaching rather than data
collection.
Principals Sub Branch members
expressed their strong support for the IEU’s
case before the Fair Work Commission
on behalf of early childhood teachers,
believing that ‘teachers are teachers’ and
that the current pay gap is a social justice
issue which also shows the need to address
Australia’s gender pay gap.
A number of IEU regional principals’
gatherings are planned for the remainder
of 2018, including Canberra on 25 October,
Wagga Wagga and Wollongong principals
on 7 November, and events to be convened
in the Armidale, Bathurst and Lismore
dioceses in Term 4.
The Term 4 IEU Principals’ Sub Branch
meeting will be held at the IEU Parramatta
office on 3 November.

Drought hits NSW and
ACT schools hard
Carolyn Collins

Vice President Support Staff

The current drought in NSW and
the ACT is impacting on our schools
in regional areas. School staff are
witnessing and living with the incredible
pressure on families and its effect on
the mental and physical wellbeing of
students.
Many school staff are experiencing the
drought directly and are supplementing
the family farm’s income by also working
in schools. School staff play an enormous
role in supporting the students and families
affected by the drought. The knock-on
effect to these communities leads to job
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losses, which directly impacts on the future
employment of our students.
The students’ awareness of the drought
has been amazing. Most schools are fund
raising. Our students are recognising the
ongoing consequences of this drought,
even when not directly impacted. Many are
so touched by this, that they are coming
up with novel ways to raise funds. As we
know, every cent counts in this situation. If
you can in any way support relief programs,
please do!
We are calling on our employers to
provide additional staffing and counselling
service for these areas. Understandably, a
huge area to cover, but I am sure they will or
have come to the party. Collectively we do
and can make a difference!

Ensuring privacy
Gabe Connell

Vice President ECS

This week I read an article
about ‘anti gossip’ policies being
implemented in workplaces. When I
did some research I discovered that
this is quite a common policy to have
in place in many industries.
You may think of workplace gossip as
harmless, but in reality it can potentially
destroy your workplace, breach privacy
and destroy reputations and careers.
The privacy issue is a really big concern.
In a workplace we try to establish
trusting relationships and
friendships. Often in our
day to day work lives we
feel the need to debrief
with friends and discuss
issues that are concerning
us. These issues may be
personal, family, work or
health related, but how
can we be sure that they
won’t be passed on to
third parties and used
in a way to discredit or
damage us in the future?
Are we guilty of doing
the same?
We all have a right to
privacy and we should
ensure that we respect others privacy
as well. Things told to us in confidence
should be kept confidential. We have no
right to speculate or gossip about others
health, religious beliefs, cultural practices,
sexuality, political affiliations, family life or
mental health etc.
One no gossip policy I read prohibited
discussing a person’s personal life and

medical history when they were not
present, discussing a person’s professional
life without their supervisor present,
negative or untrue comments about a
person, injuring a person’s reputation or
sharing a rumour about the person.
Services have policies on confidentiality,
privacy and ethical conduct. It would be
interesting to know how many have ‘anti
gossip’ policies and how effective these are.
Gossip can also be about workplace
practices and this can tear a team apart
instead of bringing them together. If
your employer is open to hearing work
concerns and values everyone’s input
into decision making, then this goes a
long way to ensuring a harmonious and
gossip free workplace.
We should be
encouraged to get
problems fixed by talking
to our management about
them. Unfortunately,
some employers can
inadvertently cause
workplace gossip to fester
by not listening enough
to their staff, and ignoring
their issues. Employers
should have an open
door policy, where staff
are encouraged to bring
problems up the chain
instead of griping to
people who can’t fix the
issue. In return, employers listen to their
staff’s concern, fix them, and send the
solutions down.
We all want and need happy work
environments, but we all have to take
responsibility for contributing to and
maintain such environments.

“Gossip can
also be about
workplace
practices and
this can tear
a team apart
instead of
bringing them
together.”

Dominic Antico from Our
Lady of the Sacred Heart
Catholic Primary Randwick
receives his badge

Damien Corrigan of St Aloysius
Milsons Point receives his badge from
Organiser Marilyn Jervis. Staff at St
Aloysius Milsons Point celebrated
the presentation with a ‘stronger
together’ morning tea (right)

Double booking no deterrent
to active unionists
Pauline Berry, St John’s Primary School,
Riverstone celebrates 30 years in the IEU

Thirty four members representing 22
different IEU Chapters crammed into a
side room for our August Sub Branch
meeting. Our venue had accidently
double booked and despite having
34 active unionists in attendance no
one was prepared to enter a turf war
with an Under 13 Illawarra Girls Dance
Troupe (and their mothers).
Carolyn Collins, Amanda Henderson
and Glenn Lowe represented support
staff, primary teachers and secondary
teachers respectively at our meeting with
the Catholic Education Office (CEDoW) in
June. At that meeting CEDoW confirmed
that classroom visits should not be
random but would be negotiated with
the teacher in regard to timing, purpose
and any follow up required. This and
other news was reported back to
Sub Branch by our delegates.
Sub Branch congratulated the election
of Adam Everatt, Ann Rogers, Glenn

Lowe, Michelle Masterson, Katherine
D’Souza and Shirley Jancetic to Council
and acknowledged Jon Pollard’s service to
Council over many years.
South Coast Sub Branch Members from
Christian schools, independent schools
and Catholic systemic schools expressed
their support for our colleagues in early
childhood centres and preschools and
the IEU’s Equal Remuneration Case
before the Fair Work Commission as
evidenced in this photograph.
Our next meeting will be at
Campbelltown RSL at 5.30pm on
Wednesday, 7 November 2018 to be
followed by our end-of-year dinner. We
will double check that our room has not
been double booked.
David Towson Organiser

Sonia West at St Joseph Regional College Port Macquarie
receiving her badge from IEU Organiser Steve Bergan

Jennifer Sorrenson
and Catherine U’Brien
St Agnes Primary Port
Macquarie with IEU
Organiser Steve Bergan
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Facebook feedback
Jacinda Ardern, an impromptu speech to striking
teachers, asking them to ‘work with’ Govt to ‘move
forward’
Damien: I’m flying out on Saturday to start working in
the UK, as the next (and so far biggest!) step towards a long
term goal of living in the Netherlands. But if we ever come
back this way, New Zealand looks so much better than
Australia is likely to be any time soon (if ever). Australian
politicians do a fantastic job of serving the interests of
their corporate sponsors but that’s about the limits of
their competence or interest, regardless of the negative
consequences for the people of Australia themselves.
Screw the national interest when there’s a quick buck to be
made serving the 1% instead, right? New Zealand might not
be perfect, but at least they seem to actually be trying to
put the interests of the people first.
Megan: I’m a teacher in Australia. All I ask for is a realistic
work load that allows me to have a life outside of my job. I
don’t want more money.
Patricia: Australia, listen to Jacinda!
Glen: She took her cabinet team out with her. Pay
attention Malcolm [ed: now Scott], this is how it should be.

Erin: Amazing woman. Gosh if we compare to our Prime
Minister it saddens me.
Theresa: What a woman. She understands what teachers
are pleading for in NZ.
Do you agree that teachers need more professional
development when it comes to dealing with
technology?
Jen: We don’t need more professional development. We
need more time and less bureaucracy.
One day closer to rain public group
Cassandra: Thank you for sharing. If anyone has any
contacts with students struggling due to the drought there
are some beautiful dresses, all they need to do is look and
choose. We are happy to assist if needed. Items are free and
most donators are also prepared to pay postage.

Teacher Workload Survey
Stephen: Try walking out en masse. Workload is killing
teaching. No wonder we are going backwards fast. Often
driven by leaders who chase jobs in the system in Catholic
schools. They don’t really care about teachers. Well most of
them. Just ladder climbers who couldn’t get in a trench and
teach if they tried!
News release: Here’s why early childhood teachers
need a pay rise
Marsha: The problem with this representation is that
primary teachers appear to have reached the top. They
are also underpaid. Society needs to recognise the actual
workload and investment of time and brainpower and pay
appropriately
Helen: It is just ridiculous, all teachers work for the future
of the world and are so undervalued

IEU accreditation workshop at Emu Plains
Deanne: A great opportunity to learn how to maintain
accreditation. Thank you so much for the informative
session. Well worth attending.

Giveaways

Alfred’s War
Harriet Clare Pinkie Swear
Bring Forth the Light
Author: Emmanuel
Published by: Balboa Press
Three copies to give away
Emmanuel is a trained spiritual medium and regression
therapist who has been bringing forth messages from the
spiritual world for 20 years. He shares stories of inspiration
and joy and asks others to do the same in his book.
Emmanuel’s life has not been simple, and he candidly
shares how he has been subject to bullying and poor
treatment at various points in his life. However, instead of
succumbing to negative thoughts or lashing back, he has
chosen to share love with those around him.

Author: Louise Park
Illustrator: Marlene Monterrubio
Published by: Hinkler Books
Three copies to give away
A visual feast of fun by acclaimed author Louise
Park, the Harriet Clare books draw in even the most
reluctant reader with charming drawings, illustrated text,
and sketching activities throughout the book. Harriet
also encourages problem solving, self awareness, and
empathy in the reader by sharing her feelings and asking
“What would you do?”. As Harriet’s new bestie, you’ll be
called upon to offer advice, draw a picture of your BFF,
and send each other messages in this secret second title
in the series, Pinkie Swear.

Author: Rachel Bin Salleh
Illustrator: Samantha Fry
Publisher: Magabala Books
Three copies to give away
Alfred’s War is a powerful story that unmasks the lack
of recognition given to Australian Indigenous servicemen
who returned from the WWI battlelines. Alfred was just
a young man when he was injured and shipped home
from France. Neither honoured as a returned soldier or
offered government support afforded to non Indigenous
servicemen, Alfred took up a solitary life walking the back
roads – billy tied to his swag, finding work where he could.
Rachel Bin Salleh’s poignant narrative opens our hearts to
the sacrifice and contribution that Indigenous people have
made to Australia’s war efforts, the true extent of which is
only now being revealed.

Email entries to giveaways@ieu.asn.au with the giveaway you are entering in the subject line and your name,
membership number and address in the body of the email. All entries to be received by 11 October 2018.
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IEUA NSW/ACT Branch Executive

The best of times,
the worst of times…
Bernard O’Connor
NGS Super

It was the Royal Commission we
really didn’t need according to the
government. But what muck has
it unearthed! After much pressure
the government finally set up the
commission to examine the workings
of our banks, insurance companies and
superannuation funds.
The litany of sins is too great to list in
this short article, but let’s just look at a few
glaring examples of banking misconduct.
Charging dead clients adviser service fees
is a good one. I guess the bank figured no
one was around to complain about the
deductions. I’m sure that sits well with
Australian community standards. And the
same bank failed to move 15,000 customers
to its no frills MySuper product which was
cheaper and mandatory. It flouted the law
for another three years, allowing its financial
planners to make millions of dollars in
trailing commissions.
Not to be outdone by ‘which bank’,
another of our banks engaged in serious
‘upselling’. In short this means ‘rope them
in with a simple, usually cheap product,
then sell them something much more
expensive’ usually involving a commission.
Bank tellers were doing this under the
guise of ‘general product advice’. So the
unsuspecting bank customer would be
lured into a conversation about super and
the teller would recommend their product.
The trusting customer would then rollinto the retail product to put all the eggs
in one basket. However, one slight legal
requirement was overlooked by the bank
– when recommending a financial product
the seller must know the customer’s
financial circumstances. In other words
the bank must ask, ‘What is your current
fund and how is it performing? What
are your current fees? Which insurance
arrangements do you currently have’? So

there was no regard for the bank customer
who may have been in a better performing
industry fund, as the tellers and financial
planners making the recommendations
were working to quotas. This is likely to
change as a result of the Royal Commission
and a few serious slaps on the wrists.
‘Fees for no service’ became a catch word
for the commission. And of course trailing
commissions are the best example of this.
Traditionally financial planners were not
paid on a fee for service model, but rather
received ongoing trailing commissions each
year for selling the policy. So each year they
would get paid by the customer a certain
amount of money even though they had
not done anything for the customer that
year. The introduction of MySuper products
in 2014 went a long way in removing this
model and more financial planners are now
using a fee for service model.
In another superannuation development,
a Senate Committee has approved the
Protecting Your Super Package. It plans to
make insurance opt-in for members under
25 and for accounts with less than $6000.
This is a significant change as it will impact
the pool of insured members as insurance
will no longer be automatic under default
arrangements. Also proposed is the
removal of insurance from accounts
which have received no contributions for
13 months. If legislated, these changes will
increase the cost of insurance through
super for members wishing to retain this
member benefit.
The commission has now turned its gaze
to industry superannuation funds and has
indicated that it expected fewer problems
with the higher returning industry funds
as there is no inherent conflict of interest
between financial planners and the notfor-profit funds. There is no upselling and
no commissions are paid. Governance is
strong and a member-centric ethos exists
to ensure industry fund members have the
best possible outcome for their retirement,
which is exactly why they were established.

(Important information: The information in this article is general information only and does not take into account
your objectives, financial situation or needs. Before making a financial decision, please assess the appropriateness
of the information to your individual circumstances, read the Produce Disclosure Statement for any product you
may be thinking of acquiring and consider seeking personal advice. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of
future performance. Any opinions are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the view of NGS Super.)
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Professional Development
16 October
17 October
17 October
18 October
22 October
22 October
24 October
25 October

Understanding Student
Anxiety Ultimo
Understanding Student
Anxiety Liverpool
PIP Behaviour Management:
Getting it Right Online
Understanding Student
Anxiety Castle Hill
Understanding Student
Anxiety Canberra
Beginning Teacher to
Proficient Online
Understanding Student
Anxiety Online
PIP Behaviour Management:
Keeping it Right Online

7 November

PIP Behaviour Management:
Making it Right Online
12 November PIP Maintenance of
Accreditation Gymea
13 November PIP Behaviour Management:
Upholding the Right Online
20 November PIP Maintenance of
Accreditation Online
26 November PIP Maintenance of
Accreditation Online
For more information about the IEU
professional development program, please
visit www.ieu.asn.au/event-list or email us at
pd@ieu.asn.au

Reps Training
31 August
9.30am – 3.30pm New Lambton Bowling Club, Tauranga Rd, New Lambton.
Contact Veronica on veronica@ieu.asn.au

with Professional Development and Reps Training

www.ieu.asn.au
Our locations
Sydney 485-501 Wattle Street, Ultimo NSW 2007 (02) 8202 8900
Parramatta Level 2, 18-20 Ross Street, Parramatta NSW 2150 (02) 8202 8900
Newcastle 8-14 Telford Street, Newcastle East NSW 2302 (02) 4926 9400
Lismore 4 Carrington Street, Lismore NSW 2480 (02) 6623 4700
ACT Unit 8, 40 Brisbane Avenue, Barton ACT 2600 (02) 6120 1500
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IEU gives teachers and support staff access to better pay and conditions
through to member only benefits from health to banking services.

02 8202 8900

membership@ieu.asn.au

ON TARGET
WITH OUR ‘TOP 10’
PERFORMANCE
NGS Super rated among
Australia’s Top 10 super
performers, delivering a
strong 10.5%* return for
the 2017/18 financial year.
SuperRatings has ranked NGS Super
in the top 10 out of 50 super funds
for our Diversified (MySuper) option.
So if you’re an NGS Super member
and invested in our default option,
you’re in good hands.
Visit our website www.ngssuper.com.
au/ngs-top-10-super-funds for more
details.

Yourfund.
fund.
Your
Yourwealth.
wealth.
Your
Yourfuture.
future.
Your
Issued by NGS Super Pty Limited ABN 46 003 491 487 AFSL No 233 154 the trustee of NGS Super ABN 73 549 180 515

3693 (0818)

*Past performance is not a reliable indicator
of future performance.

